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Time  Freq  S  T  Vref      Notes 
1155  247.9  32.92  8.3  157.4                  data point was deleted, not entered into Excel 
1202  248.1  32.88  8.4  157.4 
1210  248.4  32.93  8.3  157.4 
1215  248.3  32.95  8.3  157.3 
1242  248.8  33.02  8.4  157.3 
 











































































































































































Source   Sal    Temp    Press    Length (tube #82) 
 
1,2,3     34.870   3.500    1200    70.284 
1A1    34.830   3.300    1200    70.246 
1A2    34.830   3.700    1200    70.316 
1A3    34.900   3.300    1200    70.258 
1A4    34.900   3.700    1200    70.306 
 
4B    34.91    3.600    1200    70.303 
5B    34.91    3.700    1200    70.308 
6B    34.92    3.900    1200    70.328 
7C    34.93    4.200    1200    70.375 
8,9B    34.90    3.700    1200    70.303 











































82 Al 2014 4 24 73.87 15 0.5 32.88 8.4 10 248.1 0 whoi 
82 Al 2014 4 24 73.87 15 0.5 32.93 8.3 10 248.4 0 whoi 
82 Al 2014 4 24 73.87 15 0.5 32.95 8.3 10 248.3 0 whoi 
SF 
1.012 
82 Al 2014 4 24 73.87 15 0.5 33.02 8.4 10 248.4 0 whoi 
82 Al 2014 5 2 70.3 15 0.5 33.2 8.8 10 264.3 0 whoi 
open 
… 
82 Al 2014 5 2 70.3 15 0.5 33.3 8.8 10 265.1 0 whoi  …. 
82 Al 2014 5 2 70.3 15 0.5 33.34 8.9 10 265.5 0 whoi .holes 
82 Al 2014 5 2 70.3 15 0.5 33.38 8.9 10 257.4 0 whoi 
plugged 
--- 
82 Al 2014 5 2 70.3 15 0.5 33.45 8.9 10 259.6 0 whoi     …. 
82 Al 2014 5 2 70.3 15 0.5 33.45 8.9 10 260.1 0 whoi 
…. 
holes 
































Tube  S.F  Length     Tube  S.F  Length 
80  1.015  70.0      86  1.0135 70.25 
81  1.013  70.2      87  1.015  70.0 
82  1.012  70.2      88  1.009  70.5 
83  1.013  70.2      21  1.012  70.3 




















A note on the use of the pipe tuning programs, 
October 10, 2005. 
(minor update May 25, 2011) 
(delete all earlier notes on pipe tuning)  
 
The program tune_pipe_v1.m is an evolution of earlier programs. It combines the steel and 
aluminum versions into one, and it requires that all information be supplied in an excel -file 
called data_file_all.xls  These steps greatly simplify use and increase robustness. Above all, the 
use of excel to enter the data removes a number of earlier headaches reading ascii files. Use of 
the program tune_pipe_v1.m is an iterative process that might be automated at a future time, but 
for now I think it best to examine closely the numbers before making a decision.  
 
The objective of tune_pipe_v1.m is one and one only, namely to determine how this pipe 
deviates from the ideal pipe of the same dimensions. These deviations can occur because of non-
uniformities in pipe dimensions or properties. The program requires for this purpose tuning data, 
that is a determination of frequency of resonance in water of known properties. The data from 
each tuning are entered into the above excel file. Because each measurement has some error or 
uncertainty associated with it (we still need to better understand how to reduce this measurement 
uncertainty), it is important to determine resonance more than once, preferably three times in 
case the results differ. 
 
Operation of tune_pipe_v1.m is very simple. After entering pipe number, you enter a first guess 
for the scale factor (start with 1.0 if nothing else). The program will show a table of observed and 
expected resonance frequencies. (I have kept the plot for historical reasons, but it serves no 
useful purpose now.) If the expected frequencies are too low (differences are negative), increase 
the scale factor somewhat (try increasing by 1% to 1.01) and rerun with the new value. When 
you have obtained a result where the differences scatter comparably to positive and negative 
values you can decide this is the best estimate for the scale factor. By doing this manually, you 
can inspect the results as you go along. Very importantly, you can decide to ignore outliers and 
focus on data that cluster tightly (kind of like choosing the median value). In summary, the key 
result of the first program is making a best estimate of the scale factor. It is a number close to 
one, but the significance lies in the third decimal. This number essentially encapsulates the 
particular properties of the pipe. It matters because the mechanical q-factor of the pipes that 
resonance must be determined for each pipe separately. But once this scale factor has been 
determined, it can be used to predict the frequency of resonance in situ, i.e. in waters where it is 





This program, resonance_length.m, is used to predict the frequency of resonance as a function 
of pipe length given the in-situ water properties and the previously determined scale factor. The 
output is a plot of resonance as a function of pipe length. When operating 
resonance_fcnof_length.m be sure to enter the numbers inside square brackets [nnn mmm] with 
space between entries, not commas.  
 
The format of the excel file is self-evident, but is indicated here:  
A: pipe # 




F: pipe length (inches) 
G: pipe inner diameter (inches) 
H: pipe wall thickness (inches) 
I: salinity at time of this tuning (PSU) 
J: temperature at time of this tuning (°C) 
K: water depth at time of tuning (m) 
L: speed of sound (m/s); no longer needed as it is computed by program 
M: measured frequency of resonance (Hz) 
N: type of tuning (0 = voltage method expected; 1 = tuned circuit used in early days) 




Editor Note: Some of the scripts could use a ‘tidy up’; Removing links which are no longer 
required, etc. The resonator count has been modified to allow greater than 100. 















% Estimating pipe cavity resonance frequency.  
% We consider a simple pipe of: 
% 
%   L  =  length [m] 
%   d  =  inside diameter [m] 
%   a  =  inside radius [m] 
%   t  =  wall thickness [m] 
%   E  =  Young's modulus [Pa] 
%   K  =  bulk modulus of fluid [Pa] 
%   c  =  speed of sound in fluid [m/s] 
% 
% In the model the monopole driver is 'transparent' (no physical presence). 
% The scale factor can be adjusted to fit the pipe as closely as possible 
% such that the plot can be read directly, i.e. given a frequency 
% and speed of sound the required pipe length can be read directly. 
%  
% This package evolves from earlier pipe_tune code. This version estimates 
% K as a function of target water properties.  
% --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
clear all 
mpi  =  0.0254 ;                    % meters per inch (inches to meters). 
K    =  2.28e9 ;                    % bulk modulus of seawater - used only 
                                    % to set up plot; it is **NOT** used 
                                    % for pipe tune calculations 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
% -- read in pipe information 
 
% -- Note that the data_file.txt columns are: 
%    Pipe  metal YYYY  MM  DD  pipe_length  pipe_ID wall_thickness 
%    Sal   Temp   Press  Svel  Freq  driver   Comment/location 
  
%    Under driver enter 0 for voltage driver or 1 for tuned (coil) driver 
 
[A,B] = xlsread('data_file_all.xls'); 
 
% delete top row in B (don't know how to rid it in EXCEL had header info 
% now moved to bottom) 
B = B(2:end,:); 
Pnbr = A(:,1); Mtl = B(:,2); year = A(:,3); month = A(:,4); day = A(:,5); 
pipelen = A(:,6); 
ID = A(:,7); TK = A(:,8); S = A(:,9); T = A(:,10); Pr = A(:,11); svel = 
A(:,12);  
freq = A(:,13); Drvr = A(:,14); whre = B(:,15);  
 
 
% Enter which pipe to analyse: 
% specify pipe # - for consistency assumes voltage drive mode (Drvr == 0).  
P = input('Enter pipe #'); 
J = find(Pnbr == P & Drvr == 0); 
 








    E = 7.0e10;                     % -- Young's modulus (aluminum) 
    matrl = 'aluminum'; 
elseif strcmp(mtrl,'Fe') 
    E =  1.95e11 ;                 % -- Young's modulus (304SS) 
    matrl = 'steel'; 
else 
    disp('check material type') 
    return 
end 
     
% get radius and wall thickness: 
id = ID(J); tk = TK(J); 
id = unique(id(~isnan(id)));        % get ID from list (need only scalar 
since always the same) 
tk = unique(tk(~isnan(tk)));        % likewise for wall thickness 
d = id*mpi;                         % inner diameter of pipe (units are 
metric here) 
a = d/2;                            % inner radius of pipe 
t = tk*mpi;                         % wall thickness 
 
% Now determine resonant frequency as a function of  
% sound velocity and pipelength 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This section is highlighted because this  
% is where the scale factor is tweaked to  
% minimize the difference between expected and 
% measured frequency (Hz). Typically a couple  
% of % less than unity. If differences > 0,  
% reduce scf slightly.  
% Set scf = 1 if no empirical adjustment wanted 
 
% Enter scale factor: 




% PLOT parameters are set here:  
% Range of speeds of sound in m/s for plot (x-axis): 
sv = sw_sspd(S(J),T(J),Pr(J)); 
xmin = min(sv);                     % min sound velocity 
xmax = max(sv);                     % max sound velocity 
 
sl = 1400:10:1550; 
L = sl < xmin; 
xmin = max(sl(L));                  % have lower plot limit given sound 
velocities 
L = sl > xmax; 
xmax = min(sl(L));                  % have upper plot limit given sound 
velocities 
 
% Range of pipe lengths in inches for plot (y-axis): 




ymax = max(pipelen(J));             % max pipe length 
pl = 40:5:90;  
L = pl < ymin; 
ymin = max(pl(L));                  % have lower plot limit given pipelengths 
L = pl > ymax; 
ymax = min(pl(L));                  % have upper plot limit given pipelengths 
ystep = 2; 
L    =  ymin:ymax ;                 % range of pipe length in inches 
 
LE   =  (L/2)*mpi + 0.6*a ;         % effective length (includes end-effect) 
LE   =  LE*scf ; 
 
C    =  xmin:xmax ; 
CE   =  C / sqrt( 1+K*d/(E*t) ) ;   % -- effective speed of sound in pipe 
 
[Xe,Ye] =  meshgrid(CE,LE) ; 
F       =  ( 1*Xe )./( 4*Ye ) ; 
[X,Y]   =  meshgrid(C,L) ; 
 
% ----------- 





axes( 'Position', [ 0.15 0.4 0.75 0.5] ) 
 
% plot isopleths of resonant frequencies based on a mean seawater bulk 
modulus:  
[ cont, hc ]  =  contour( C, L, F, [190:1:290], 'k' ) ; 
set( hc, LW, [0.01] ) 
hold on 
[ cont, hc ]  =  contour( C, L, F, [200:5:300], 'k' ) ; 
set( hc, LW, [2.0] ) 
clabel( cont, hc ) 
axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax])         % set plot limits 
 
% get data lines. Allow for several entries with same pipe length. 
lines = pipelen(J);                 
nlines =  length(lines) ;  
colors =  'brcmk' ;                 % colors for different pipe lengths 
 
for j = 1:nlines 
    k = J(j); 
    len = pipelen(k); 
    sv = sw_sspd(S(k),T(k),Pr(k));  % speed of sound for this case (m/s) 
    plot( [ xmin xmax ], [ len len ], colors(rem(j,5)+1) ) ; 
    plot( sv, len, 'w.', MS, [48] ) ; 
     
    bm = sw_seck(S(k),T(k),Pr(k))*1e5;  % bulk modulus for this case (Pa)  
    Fres(j) = (sv/(sqrt(1 + bm*d/(E*t))))/((len/2*mpi + 0.6*a)*scf)/4; 
    df(j) = freq(k) - Fres(j); 
 
    index = min(find( lines == len )); 
    plot( sv, len, sprintf( '%so', colors(rem(index,5)+1) ), MS, [16] ) ; 
    text( sv, len, sprintf( '%2d\n%5.1f', Pnbr(k), freq(k) ), ... 




    
    str(j,1:66) = sprintf(' %2d   %2d   %2d   %2d   %4.1f     %5.1f    %5.1f     
%5.1f    %5.1f', ... 






xlabel( 'Sound Velocity (m/s)', FS, [14], VA, 'top' ) 
ylabel( 'Pipe Length (in)',     FS, [14], VA, 'bottom' ) 
title(sprintf('Plotting sheet for %s pipe # %d with %5.3f scale factor', 




% Tabulate results below figure: 
hdr = sprintf(' year  mon  day  pipe  lngh     f-obs    f-exp    f-diff    s-
vel'); 
axes( 'Position', [ 0.15 0.05 0.75 0.3] ) 
axis off 
warning = 'PLOT FOR DISPLAY ONLY, DO NOT USE TO ESTIMATE PIPE LENGTH'; 
text(0.1,0.9,warning, FS, 10, HA, 'left') 
text(0.0,0.8,hdr, FS, 10, HA, 'left',FN, 'monaco') 
text(0.0,0.6,str, FS, 10, HA, 'left',FN, 'monaco') 





HA  =  'HorizontalAlignment' ; 
VA  =  'VerticalAlignment' ; 
IP  =  'Interpreter' ; 
FS  =  'FontSize' ; 
MS  =  'MarkerSize' ; 
LW  =  'LineWidth' ; 












% This program plots frequency of resonance for a given pipe type as a 
% function of pipe length and for desired or expected water 
properties.  
% After entering pipe #, it will ask for water properties.  
% This program will probably get appended into the pipe-tune program.  
 




[A,B] = xlsread('data_file_all.xls'); 
B = B(2:end,:); 
Pnbr = A(:,1); Mtl = B(:,2); year = A(:,3); month = A(:,4); day = 
A(:,5); pipelen = A(:,6); 
ID = A(:,7); TK = A(:,8); S = A(:,9); T = A(:,10); Pr = A(:,11); svel 
= A(:,12);  
freq = A(:,13); Drvr = A(:,14); whre = B(:,15);  
 
% Enter which pipe to analyse: 
% specify pipe # - for consistency assumes voltage drive mode (Drvr == 
0).  
NN = input('Enter pipe # and scale factor in brackets [n1 n2]:'); 
P = NN(1) 
scf = NN(2) 
J = find(Pnbr == P & Drvr == 0); 
 
% determine properties of pipe (must be Al or Fe at present): 
mtrl = Mtl(J(1)); 
if strcmp(mtrl,'Al') 
    E = 7.0e10;                     % -- Young's modulus (aluminum) 
    matrl = 'aluminum'; 
elseif strcmp(mtrl,'Fe') 
    E =  1.95e11 ;                 % -- Young's modulus (304SS) 
    matrl = 'steel'; 
else 
    disp('check material type') 
    return 
end 
     
% get radius and wall thickness: 
mpi  =  0.0254 ;                    % meters per inch (inches to 
meters) 
id = ID(J); tk = TK(J); 
id = unique(id(~isnan(id)));        % get ID from list (need only 
scalar since always the same) 




d = id*mpi;                         % inner diameter of pipe (units 
are metric here) 
a = d/2;                            % inner radius of pipe 
t = tk*mpi;                         % wall thickness 
 
disp('Next, enter the properties of water where the pipe will 
operate') 
disp('in the format [S T P]') 
wtr = input('>'); 
S = wtr(1); 
T = wtr(2); 
Pr = wtr(3); 
C = sw_sspd(S,T,Pr);                % speed of sound in m/s for this 
water 
K = sw_seck(S,T,Pr)*1e5;            % bulk modulus in Pa for this 
water 
 
ymin = 60; ymax = 80; 
L    =  ymin:ymax ;                 % set a range of pipe lengths in 
inches 
 
LE   =  (L/2)*mpi + 0.6*a ;         % effective length (includes end-
effect) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The scale factor must be entered here. It is determined by 
minimizing the 
% scatter between observed and estimated resonance frequencies in 
program 
% tune_pipe_v?.m The value of scf so obtained is entered here 
(eventually) 
% it will be entered at the command line.  
 
% scf = .992; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
LE   =  LE*scf ; 
 
CE   =  C / sqrt( 1+K*d/(E*t) ) ;   % -- effective speed of sound in 
pipe 
 
F = CE./(4*LE); 
K 





axis([65 75 255 270]) 
grid 
xlabel( 'Pipe Length (in)','FontSize', [14]) 
ylabel( 'Frequency (Hz)','FontSize', [14]) 
title(sprintf('Plotting sheet for %s pipe # %d with %5.4f scale 





text(ymin+0.5,min(F)+1,sprintf('Target water properties for this plot 

































































































































































































































































Sound Source Controller Software Ver 1.1 
 C Controller Version, Apr 2014 
 Exclamation group: 
  !A<cr> Set CK Modules Address 
  !I<cr> Init 
  !R<cr> Run 
  !T<cr> Set Time 
  !P<cr> Pass-Thru Term 
  !X<cr> Acoustic Transmission Test 
  !Q<cr> Quit 
 Question group: 
  ?A<cr> Query CK Modules addresses 
  ?I<cr> Init 
  ?T<cr> Query Time 
  ?E<cr> Query Engineering Log 




  ?S<cr> Status 
 
 
 A=Arm, X=Xmit, E=End 
 Action 0 (A,X,E)? A Offset DD:HH:MN = 000044 
 Action 1 (A,X,E)? X Offset DD:HH:MN = 000045 
 Action 2 (A,X,E)?  
E Offset DD:HH:MN = 002300 
 Wave from (0 to f) = 2                      2 for RAFOS sweep 
 Max Xmit level from (0 to f) = 7             specified for each source 












 Sound Source Rev 1.1 Apr 2014 
 
 D&T = 14-07-21 14:58:48 
 Alarm = xx-xx-21 15:50:19 
 Vac=100 cBars VAux=087 dV VCpu=087 dV 
 *Initialized Idle 

















        SCHEDULER TASK TABLE 
 




 Open window at =  00 00:00:00 
  Offset  00 00:44:00   Set up transmitter on waveform 2 
  Offset  00 00:45:00   Trigger transmitter 
  Offset  00 23:00:00   End of Window 
 
 *Initialized  Max Xmit level 7 




        SCHEDULER TASK TABLE 
 
 Number of windows to acquire (<10000) = 9999 
 Open window at =  00 00:00:00 
  Offset  00 00:44:00   Set up transmitter on waveform 2 
  Offset  00 00:45:00   Trigger transmitter 
  Offset  00 12:44:00   Set up transmitter on waveform 2 
  Offset  00 12:45:00   Trigger transmitter 
  Offset  00 23:00:00   End of Window 
 
 *Initialized  Max Xmit level 7 




        SCHEDULER TASK TABLE 
 
 Number of windows to acquire (<10000) = 9999 
 Open window at =  00 00:00:00 
  Offset  00 00:44:00   Set up transmitter on waveform 2 
  Offset  00 00:45:00   Trigger transmitter 
  Offset  01 23:00:00   End of Window 
 
 *Initialized  Max Xmit level 7 






 D&T = 14-07-21 18:11:12...À 
 Alarm = xx-xx-22 00:00:00 
 
 Clock Module Info 










 Number of windows to execute NNNN= 9999 
 Open window at HH:MN 0000 
 Cycle structure A=A 
->?I 
        SCHEDULER TASK TABLE 
 
 Number of windows to acquire (<10000) = 9999 
 Open window at =  00 00:00:00 
  Offset  00 00:44:00   Set up transmitter on waveform 2 
  Offset  00 00:45:00   Trigger transmitter 
  Offset  00 23:00:00   End of Window 
 
 *Initialized  Max Xmit level 7 
















 D&T = 14-07-01 20:15:22...À 
 Alarm = xx-xx-02 02:15:00 
 
 Clock Module Info 














 Run or Idle (R,I)?Run... Arming Xmtr 




 Xmtr Trigger OK 
 Hit any key to abort pong... 
 End of transmission 
 
Running Mission, disconnect RS232 link now 
-> Mission Phase: ACTIVE_MISSION 
 at 14-07-02 02:15:00... 
 No task 
 Current time 
 at 14-07-01 20:35:11... 
***Next: 
 Mission Phase: ACTIVE_MISSION 
 Task type: NO_TASK 








 Sound Source Rev 1.1 Apr 2014 
 
 D&T = 14-07-01 20:37:21 
 Alarm = xx-xx-01 21:35:11 
 Vac=070 cBars VAux=087 dV VCpu=087 dV 






 Run or Idle (R,I)?Idle 
->?S 
 Sound Source Rev 1.1 Apr 2014 
 
 D&T = 14-07-01 20:42:20 
 Alarm = xx-xx-01 21:35:11 
 Vac=070 cBars VAux=087 dV VCpu=087 dV 










































































 Sound Source Rev 1.1 Apr 2014 
 D&T = 14-06-18 20:33:40  
 Alarm = xx-xx-19 00:00:00 
 Vac=071 cBars VAux=108 dV VCpu=108 dV 







 D&T = 14-06-18 21:43:22...À  
 Alarm = xx-xx-19 00:00:00 
 
 Clock Module Info  






Query the initialization, ?I      [sources are set 1 pong/day] 
        SCHEDULER TASK TABLE  
  Number of windows to acquire (<10000) = 9999    
 Open window at =  00 00:00:00  
  Offset  00 00:44:00   Set up transmitter on waveform 2  
  Offset  00 00:45:00   Trigger transmitter  
  Offset  00 23:00:00   End of Window  
 
 *Initialized  Max Xmit level 6            








 Run or Idle (R,I)?Run... Arming Xmtr 
 Transmit Level= 10      [this is level 1] 
 Xmtr Trigger OK 
 Hit any key to abort pong... 
 End of transmission 
 
 Running Mission, disconnect RS232 link now  [wait for the disconnect instruction] 
-> Mission Phase: ACTIVE_MISSION 
 at 14-06-19 03:32:35... 
 No task 
 Current time 
 at 14-06-18 21:35:27... 
***Next: 
 Mission Phase: ACTIVE_MISSION 
 Task type: NO_TASK 


























































 Source responds with 
 -> 
Help will return a list of acceptable commands [pg 6] 
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